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Role of Management Accountant
as a Supply Chain Manager
By Tanveer Uddin, B.COM., MBA, APA, ACMA
What is Supply Chain Management
(SCM)?

Supply Chain Management (SCM) includes
the collection of activities from Procurement
of Raw materials or components to
production to delivery to the end customer.
Supply Chain Management is the
coordination or integration of a series of
activities/processes, which procure, produce
and deliver products and/or service to
customer.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
and Management Accounting – the
Necessary Linkage

Concurrent with the need for adopting Supply
Chain Management strategies, the need for a
measurement metric, which also makes
sense at the integrated Supply Chain level,
b e c o m e s i m p o r t a n t . Tr a d i t i o n a l l y,
organizational departments have been
thinking narrowly within their own silos and
the measurement metric also matched the
same e.g., Production departments have
always been given credit for the number of
units manufactured and Sales for the number
of units sold. This will not suffice when you
have an integrated Supply Chain in place.
Such metrics have necessarily to be linked to
the financial metrics to make sense to all the
participants within an organisation.
The first step in such an exercise would be to
establish a common cost base. The next step
is to evolve financial indices, which are
meaningful not only to all the departments in
the company but also to the stakeholders and
the share market as well.

Supply Chain Costing – Need of
Activity Based Costing

There are two significant constraints for the
firms in the present days:
First, those firms that have not implemented
activity-based costing cannot provide supply
chain-related costs at the activity level.
Second, the detailed level of information
about process steps and costs of activities
that must be shared by the enterprises
requires a highly coordinated or integrated
partner relationship between them. Such
inter firm relationships are difficult and slow to
develop.

Ultimately, restructuring the supply chain
to exploit efficiencies also requires a
mechanism capable of identifying and
equitably allocating costs and benefits
between the partners as changes are
implemented.

Direct Product Profitability (DPP)

An improvement on gross margin costing,
determined profitability by not only
subtracting the cost of goods from sales but
also adding direct revenue and subtracting
direct product costs. One major weakness of
DPP was that it failed to recognize overhead
and administrative expenses, and, therefore,
could not be used for total company costing
purposes. DPP also required a great deal of
supporting data about the physical
characteristics of products that continually
required updating.

Activity-based costing (ABC)

which emerged in the 1980s, improved on
DPP by recognizing both direct and overhead
costs. ABC goes a step further by tracing the
activity costs to objects consuming those
activity costs. ABC analysis allows managers
to pinpoint the activities, products, services,
or customers consuming overhead
resources. Product and customer profitability
analysis performed by firms using ABC has
significantly altered management
perceptions. One such study found that 29%
of customers generated 225% of the profits,
while 70% of the customers hovered around
the break-even point. The remaining 10% of
customers generated a 125% loss (Cooper &
Slagmulder). Profitability analysis using
ABC can focus management effort. Highcost products and customers can be targeted
for corrective action. Applied broadly to
supply chain management, ABC is helping
companies finally understand their total
costs. The potential benefits of improved
supply chain manage-ment are stymied
by the absence of activity-based financial
data and the inability to link performance
meas-urement with cost.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
and Finance

Too often we believe that the financial impact
of lean supply chain manage-ment is linked
to reduced operating expenses or reduced
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working capital. Granted, these contribute
financial benefits, but they represent only a
part of the story. The real leverage of lean
supply chain is creating capacity for growth.
Capacity accommodates demand variation.
Lean supply chains create growth by
matching capacity to actual demand through
rate-based planning and execution (RBPE).
RBPE tools help supply chains use their
capacity more efficiently, which allows
companies to reallocate capacity to new
growth products. This produces a more
efficient and productive use of inventory and
resources, which is the foundation for
financial benefits at both the company-wide
and product-line level. Under RBPE, demand
variation is accommodated with changes in
capacity rather than inventory. To use an
analogy, consider snow-capped mountain
and the farmer in the valley. In the natural
world, the snow on the mountain melts into a
river that is used by the farmer in the valley.
The imbalance between the rates of supply
and demand is managed by building dams
throughout the river system. This is similar to
building inventory in a supply chain. That is
the imbalance between supply and demand
is handled by releasing "inventory" or
building "inventory". In contrast, the lean
supply chain does not use "dams". Rather,
the water flow rate in the riverbed is
increased or decreased to match the demand
for water by the farmer. The use of tactical
capacity in the supply chain is increased
when demand increases and reduced when
demand falls.
The "C-level" executives, the chief executive
officers and chief financial officers, must be
made to see supply chain management in a
new light not just as a technique for lowering
operating costs but also a powerful enabler of
the key drivers of financial performance.
When-and only when- the financial-supply
chain connection is made will supply chain
management be able to complete the
transition from the backroom to the
boardroom.
One of the greatest business challenges
today is providing a competitive return to
investors. A company may not directly
compete for customers against returnrich organizations like General Electric,
Cisco Systems. But all companies
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compete against each other in the
financial markets. Those companies
offering a competitive return tend to
prosper and grow. Those that don't are
limited in their ability to grow and many
times cease to exist.
Providing a superior return is becoming more
complex because of increasingly demanding
customers, heightened competition and ever
changing technologies. "C-level" managers
(CEOs, CFOs and so forth) are seeking
new solutions to meet this challenge.
SCM has the potential to provide these
solutions - and, in doing so, move SCM
from the "backroom to the boardroom". At
many companies, however, at least two
factors inhibit SCM's boardroom debate:
o First, many C-level managers hold a
traditional view of SCM and do not
fully recognise its potential impact
on all areas of financial performance
(growth, profitability, and capital
utilis-ation). Unfortunately, the
traditional view is narrowly defined
in terms of SCM's effect on only one
aspect of overall financial
performance-operating costs
o Second, many SCM profession-als
do not speak the "the language of
finance". Thus, they fail to articulate
the real value of their solutions at the
C-level.
A company must offer a competitive return in
the financial markets to attract the funds it
needs to maintain its existing business and
provide for future growth. For a publicly
traded company, a competitive return is
measured by "total shareholder return"
(dividend plus the change in stock price
measured as a percentage of price paid for
the stock). In the near term it is not always
clear what drives a company's stock price.
Some speculate it is investors' emotions,
while others claim it is animal spirits.
However, over time, stock price tends to
be driven by the financial performance of
a company's operations, which is related
to three key factors:
o Growth - How fast revenues are
growing year-over-year
o Profitability - How much is left over in
profits per Rupee of revenue after
deducting operating expenses
(procurement, manufacturing,
transportation, distribution, etc). This is
often also called operating profit margin
o Capital Utilization - How many
Rupees of revenue are generated for
each Rupee invested in capital.
Several drivers exist for determining and
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increasing a company's value. Revenue
growth rate, operating income margin,
effective tax rate, and working and fixed
capital investment rates are among the most
popular. In reality, however, true stock value
e m a n a t e s f r o m c a p i t a l e ff i c i e n c y
improvements. Growth, in other words, must
be profitable to be of value. How profitable?
Profitable enough to generate healthy free
cash flows: the money left over after
subtracting expenses, taxes and capital
investment from revenues.

Drivers of Market Value

All Cash Flows are not created equal when it
comes to boosting the market capitalization.
Cash flows generated by revenue
enhancement and cost reduction are taxed,
often heavily. However, cash flows created
from greater capital efficiency - through
supply chain improvements to higher
inventory turns or lower DSO (accounts
receivable days-of-sales-outstanding) -are
untaxed. This means that 100 per cent of
these freed up cash flow funds contribute to
improved market capitalization via
improvement in the ROI due to release of
excess working capital locked up in
receivables/ inventories.

The DU Pont Model

F. Donaldson Brown created a useful tool for
today's supply chain executive, known as the
DU Pont model, or the strategic profit model,
while he was working for E.I.DU Pont de

Nemours & Co.'s Treasurer's Department in
1914 (Chandler). The financial analysis
technique Brown used involved tying
together the profit and loss statement and the
balance sheet so that the changes in the
working capital could be associated with
changes in sales (See Figure). Brown's
creation provide DU Pont executives with a
consistent methodology with which to
evaluate each operating unit's performance,
locate sources of deficiencies, and prepare
and adjust budgets and forecasts.
The DU Pont model is a reliable tool to aid
supply chain managers in determining the
outcome of project ideas. Using this model,
financial simulations are easy to construct
that reveal the impact of possible supply
chain decisions on the firm's financial
performance.
Supply chain executives often have
responsibility for a significant portion of the
cost of goods sold and operating expenses,
and, therefore, have a major impact on
margin management. Decisions and
expenditures associated with procurement,
inbound transportation, production planning,
and materials management are directly
related to the net profits of the firm. Supply
chain executives have responsibility for a
sizable array of assets- inventories, facilities,
handling equipment, transportation
equipment, and computer and
communication systems -used in the
operation of the business. Their decisions on
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asset acquisition, utilization, replacement
and disposal affect the rate of asset turnover.
The ability of the supply chain executive to
perform financial analysis affecting supply
chain decisions is critical in competing for
funds and adding value to the firm and the
supply chain. The supply chain executive
must be able to implement the oftencompeting strategies of cost
minimization, value-added maximization,
and control/adaptability enhancement
(Speh & Novack). This requires the use of
financial tools.

Role of various entities through the
Supply Chain
Profits generated by operations
improvements are typically contained within
the firm can be found in the growth of "gain
sharing" between companies and third-party
logistics providers to which they outsource
their logistics operations.
Under gain sharing, as the business partners
'improvements result in lower costs, both
share the savings in an equitable manner.
This changes the behaviors between the
partners, from a customer trying to

bargain down price and a supplier
focused on cost reductions to avoid or
defer price increase, to collaborative,
supply chain behaviours where gains
from productivity and cost improvements
are shared. An accurate understanding of
activity and process costs is a requisite for
implementing gain sharing programs. Cycle
time compression is one of the major
emerging logistics strategies that have
significant financial impact on supply chain
performance (La Londe & Masters)

Conclusion
Supply chain activities affect the profit and
loss statements, balance sheets and the
costs of capital. Significant opportunities
exist for the competent supply chain
manager to reduce expenses, generate
better returns on invested capital, and
improve cash flows. Controlling supply
chain expenses improves profit margins.
Reducing the levels of assets (both
current and fixed) improves return on
assets. Continuing to shorten cycle times
can enhance cash flows. Superior supply
chain performance can also produce the
leverage and competitive advantage to
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increase revenues and the supply chain's
share of market.
Improved collaboration between the finance
and the other business and supply chain
functions is necessary to facilitate the
process to develop Activity Based Costing.
This collaboration should help overcome the
seemingly wide spread inability of supply
chain managers to articulate the costs and
benefits of supply chain activities.
It is the Chief Financial Officer's job to make
sure that a company's financial performance
provides a competitive return to investors. He
or she should take a holistic view of solutions
to provide this return. The CFO constantly is
searching for new answers to such questions
as:
o
How can return on the existing
business be improved?
o
Where will the company get the funds to
run the business and fund growth?
o
How will the company meet investors '
expectations?
In our opinion, the answer to the above
questions lies in the effective Supply Chain
Management.
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